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Acknowledgement of country
 e acknowledges the people of theWoi wurrung and Boon wurrung
W
language groups of the eastern Kulin Nation on whose unceded lands
we conduct the business of the University.
We respectfully acknowledges their Ancestors and Elders, past and
present.
We also acknowledges the Traditional Custodians and their Ancestors
of the lands and waters across Australia where we conductour
business. That a treaty is the only way we can truly begin healingand
move forward as a Nation.
#alwayswasalwayswillbe

“within a dream” - matt adnate
2015, Spray paint and acrylic on linen - (157 x 122 cm)
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bunjil’s Law:
Respect Yourself,
Respect Others,
Respect the Environment.
Bunjil asked us to protect the Country and the people
who live here. To protect the children and to ensure
there is a future for all to enjoy.
When we start our journey as visitors on this unceded
land we are given a gumleaf visa by Wurrundjeri Edlers
during a Welcome to Coutry and smoking ceremony
on Campus. This is both an unconscious and conscious
promise that must be upheld and kept in all that we do
as long as we are here on
Bunjil’s Country.

The following proposal is made with the utmost
respect and strict provision that The First Nation’s
People of the Boonwurrung, Dja Dja Wurrung
(Jarra), Taungurung, Wathaurung, and Woiwurrung
(Wurundjeri) of the Kulin Nations have equal and final
say and input in anything put forward in this proposal.
That the First Nation’s People are given equal share in
any profit made, and inturn compensated in full, for the
use of their Country’s resources.


Though
we have not yet been able to attain permission
or the blessing of Elders - This must be done before
anything we propose can be put forward or initialised
in any form.
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WATER:
REbuild the ’Yarra Yarra’ (Waterfalls)
“Yarra Yarra” actually refers to a natural “waterfall” that
once existed at the base of the river where it meets the
Ocean.
It was a sacred ceremonial site which, provided fresh
drinkable water and aided the natural flow of the river,
whilst being a meeting place for the Kulin Nations to
discuss all manner of business.
By recreating a dam using the most natural and native
materials combined with the technology of Hydro
Electricity we could firstly rebuild a sacred ceremonial
site for the Kulin Nations, but also help do the following
for our future generations.:

1. Actively fulfilling our promise to help look after
Country and it’s First Nation’s Peoples.
2. Provide an alternative natural power for the
surrounding area and proposed transport solutions.
 . Create clean drinking water and help transform the
3
current state of the river through natural means.
 . Reintroduce native flora to help stimulate and
4
promote the reintroduction and increase of fauna.
5. Once again making the Birrarung River a life line and
tourist attraction, and blueprint for future projects.
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Country:
“ Reconnecting to country ”
Given how much we have lost in human connection
during this incredible time. Imagine revolutionising
the way we live and move around Birrarung River. An
even greener city recreated and protected through
a combined wisdom of First Nation’s People and
Horticulturalists.

Automated Personal Transit Pods

1. A new and free multi-interchangeable transport
system created from refurbishing and reuse of current
Trains, Trams and Buses , that runs on a magnetic
platform that extends the full length and breadth of
the current road system. (Eliminating Electrical Lines
across the skyscape.) Powered by Hydro and Solar Fuel
rechargeable cell technology.
2. A designated two-way centre lane devoted solely to
emergency vehicles allowing easy access in and out
of the city. With concealed tunnel entrances and exits
below the magnetic platform for easy access.

Fig1: Autonomous transport pods

3. A combination of travellators and wheelchair lanes
alongside walking tracks on either side of the road. For
anyone with mobility needs.

These pods are battery powered and driverless.
However, existing deployments rely on custom
guideways on ground level or elevated guideways that
are purpose built for the pods to travel on.

We propose the revamp of the transport system with
small efficient transport pods. Similar transport pods
have been installed at the London Heathrow Airport.
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Country:

SAFETY:
The most important factor of any transport system;
both passenger and public (pedestrians and motorists).
Automated transport systems can take out the need to
have a dedicated tram line running heavy dangerous
trams prone to human error.
As seen in the charts below, we have seen a steady
increase in tram accidents over the years[3][4].

Fig2: Overhead guideways

Infrastructure:
These solutions, although revolutionary, still require
new infrastructure to be functional. This adds
additional costs and construction time in addition to
the automated pods themselves. Instead of getting
caught up in building the infrastructure such as
stations and guideways to use these pods we need to
look at a way of updating the autonomous software
to allow them to function on the infrastructure that
already exists - the roads.
These transport pods could just as easily replace
trams in dense city centres such as the CBD. Instead of
running on a fixed line or running with too few or too
many passengers like the trams do, these transport
pods can work on-demand. And can drive the
passengers to their exact destination almost like a taxi
service. In fact, an american company Waymo[2] has
already developed fully autonomous vehicles to serve
as taxis.

Fig 3: (a) Tram collisions with people

With people walking around the city close to the roads
in busy streets such as the ones in the CBD, it is no
surprise that people end up being careless and ending
up in the way of a moving tram.
Preventing accidents heavily relies on the quick
response of the tram drivers but this can be a
challenge with no autonomous assistance. Stopping
a 30-40 tonnes vehicle at the drop of a hat is no easy
task.

Fig 3: (b) Tram collisions with a road vehicle.

Instead, “having small autonomous vehicles reduce
the risk of accidents by constantly monitoring the
environment for possible hazards and being small in
size these transport pods will be able to stop quicker
and over shorter distances, significantly reduce the
risk of serious injury”.
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Country:
How can we achieve this?
We propose an update to these existing personal rapid
transit(PRT) pods with modern roadworthy automated
transit pods. One might wonder how they will be able
to adjust to the uncertainties of the conventional road.

This technology can be adopted into these pod-like
vehicles to provide a more accessible, safe and energy
efficient public transit system.

The solution is to retrofit the existing autonomous/
self-driving car (Level 5 automation[1]) technology into
these automated transit pods to replace the existing
public transit system. Self-driving cars are not sciencefiction. Waymo[2], the company behind the world’s first
autonomous taxi service had functional autonomous
vehicles as early as 2015.
Fig 4: Waymo autonomous car

How will they be powered?
PLUG-IN Charging stations
The current PRT designs are battery powered. This
brings us to the next challenge, refueling, or in case of
electric vehicles, recharging. The most viable solution is
charging with electricity from the grid.
There are several ways this can be achieved - wired
plug-in charge stations, wireless charging stations,
dynamic charging lanes[5][6]. Another auxiliary
solution is to fit the vehicles with solar panels to
leverage solar power during the day.

Charging stations also serve as a means for the electric
vehicles to return any excess energy they generate
back into the grid.
Plug-in Charging Stations - These are suitable for
vehicles with human operators. Increasing the
availability and accessibility to these charging stations
can encourage people to switch to electric vehicles.
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Country:
Wireless Charging stations
These charging stations leverage magnetic resonance
to charge the electric vehicles.
The ground is embedded with a magnetic resonator
which through resonance coupling is able to charge
the batteries.
This is an ideal solution for our autonomous pods as
they can digitally communicate with the charging
station to charge their batteries.

Fig 6: WiTricity’s magnetic resonance technology (Source: WiTricity)

Dynamic Charging Roadways
These are entire roadways that have charging
line/coils embedded within them to allow EVs to
recharge on the go without having to stop.
This will allow EVs to have smaller batteries
and will in turn reduce the cost. Sweden has
spearheaded this technology with their electrified
road - a 1.2-mile route, between Stockholm,

Arlanda airport and a logistics site. This electrified
road is capable of charging cars and trucks
travelling on the road with a ‘pantograph power
collector’ attached to the vehicles.
These power collectors are flexible and allow for
vehicles to move freely while driving over the
charge rails. The pantograph collectors are similar
to the power collectors we see on top of trams.

Contrary to what you might imagine, we will not
require to rebuild the entire road network with
these charge rails. These need to be installed at
intervals of about 50 kms, the 50kms in between
can be powered by the electricity stored in the
batteries.
This completely eliminates the need to stop the
vehicle to charge it. Sweden estimates that it
needs to electrify only 5000kms of its 20000km
road network for this system to be viable[7].
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Country:
Let’s talk about cost?

Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles

What will the outlay be of constructing a dynamic
charging roadway system.

If the complete electrification of the road is a
challenging task, another alternative is to equip
the transit pods with Fuel Cell engines powered by
Hydrogen. These are highly efficient and produce only
water as emission. This will allow for longer stretches of
road without a charging rail installed.

The Swedish government estimates the cost to be
about €1m per km, which is about 50 times lower
than the cost of constructing an urban tram line.
Additionally this serves as a charging system for all
vehicles - public and personal transport vehicles.
This way the infrastructure serves multiple users. In
contrast the tram rails, the tram power lines and the
tram track portion of the road only serve the trams and
cannot be used by other motorists.

Fig 7: Dynamic charging rail

Fig 8: Truck with
pantograph power
connector
Fig 9: Overview of an FCEV Hydrogen fuel cell technology[14]
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AiR:
Urban Planning - Green Cityscapes
Vertical Forest

[8]

Cities are often called concrete jungles. This is more
often than not a remark on the overwhelming number
of buildings and skyscrapers that dot the city and a
stark absence of trees and any form of greenery.
Increasing the green cover is in every city’s plans but
most cities might not want to put aside a large portion
of their prime real estate for a garden or green space.
A modern solution has been demonstrated by
architect Stefano Boeri with the vertical forests which
cover the building completely in hundreds of trees.
Stefano describes these forests as a project for the
environmental survival of contemporary cities.
Increasing the green cover will give nature - the flora
and fauna the chance to come back strong. This is an
opportunity to nourish the indigenous ecosystem and
wildlife which have suffered due to rapid urbanisation
of Melbourne.
With vertical forests, a single piece of land which
could hold only a few trees can now hold hundreds
of trees. This project sets a “new standard for urban
design between humans and trees within the built
environment, with about 2 trees, 8 shrubs and 40
bushes for each human being”.

Fig 10: Vertical Forest. Architect Stefano Boeri
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AiR:
How does this help
our ecosystem?
•

Trees and shrubs are irrigated with groundwater
pulled by a pump system powered by solar panels
located on the roof to all the pots in the building.

•

Water used by the trees and shrubs returns purified
in the atmosphere in the form of water vapour.

•

The process extracts heat from the surrounding
environment.

•

Vegetation acts as a filter on the balconies
resulting in a reduction of nearly 3 degrees
between outside and inside temperature and in
summer, a decrease in the heating of the façades
by up to 30 degrees.

•

Buildings form a continuous green filter between
the inside and the outside of the inhabited areas.

•

Vegetation absorbs the fine particles produced
by urban traffic, produce oxygen, absorb CO2
and shield the balconies and interiors from noise
pollution.
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AiR:
Urban Planning
singapore[9]
We can look at Singapore as a case study on how to
develop dense cities while keeping them liveable.
Singapore is a small island nation and naturally has
limited land. To provide housing for their growing
population, high density infrastructure is the only
viable choice they have.
Australia is not as densely populated and does not face
the same challenges and can adopt green strategies
much easily.

Fig 11b. Green Building[10]

With the growing population, Australia needs to focus
on its urban development and lifestyle in the cities. A
lot of workers in australia need to commute for hours
to and from their workplace to their homes in the
suburbs everyday. This can take a toll on their health
and wellbeing.
Meanwhile, Singapore is adopting new solutions
that will support the urban lifestyle: More people
will be based in Smart Work Centres - shared work
space for employees from different companies - near
their homes, reducing the need to travel, improving
productivity, and enhancing work-life balance.

Fig 12: Singapore - Asia’s greenest city.[11]
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AiR:
sustainable energy sources
Traditional windmill designs with blades produce
proportionately small amounts of energy compared
to their larger counterparts. The blades are subject to
vibrations, highly variable loads, and harsh weather
conditions, reducing their reliability and adding to
overall cost of ownership.
The blades often produce large aero-acoustic noise,
visual disturbances, light induced flickering, and cause
wildlife mortality and human risks.

Aero-MINE Wind Turbine:[13]
AeroMINE is a static wind-power setup that is easier
to build, which uses existing and well-established
technology, and will cost less to maintain than
traditional wind turbines. It eliminates the challenges
faced with traditional rotating wind turbine designs.
AeroMINE technology extracts energy from wind
without any exterior moving parts. AeroMINE modules
can be integrated into rooftops of residential buildings,
or function as stand-alone devices. This gives them
advantages similar to solar panels, but with the added
benefit of operation in cloudy or dark conditions.
While AeroMINE is complementary to rooftop solar,
AeroMINE modules can be manufactured with less
environmental impact.

Fig 13: AERO-MINE Wind Turbine[17]

Power generation is isolated internally by the
pneumatic transmission of air, with the outlet air-jet
nozzles amplifying the effectiveness and efficiency
of the unit. Multiple units can be connected to
one centrally located electric generator. AeroMINE
modules are ideal for the as-built environment, with
numerous possible configurations, ranging from
architectural integration to modular bolt-on products.
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fire
reigniting a community

[9]

Urban planning is more than just exceptional
architectural design and green compliance. Another
major component is thoughtful policy design.
The Singapore government through the Housing and
Development Board (HDB) builds and leases flats to
citizens. These flats are priced to be affordable, at about
20 to 25 percent of tenant’s income.
As of Census 2016, more than 116,000 people were
estimated to be homeless in Australia. In 2021,
homeless people comprises of young people through
to the elderly (85+), all genders, people from cities,
towns and rural areas, ethnic and socio-economic
groups and a disproportionate number of First Nation’s
Peoples.
Even dense cities can be livable. The focus needs to be
on equitable access to amenities. A commitment to
affordable housing has provided a strong foundation
for a stable society.
Building up capable public institutions and harnessing
public-private partnerships and technology are critical.
Without this collaboratoin, we are simply band-aiding
an already critical situation. Which impacts all of our
well being as a community and a nation.

Fig 14: Homelessness and Housing Statistics[15]
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thank you
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